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Abstract 
One of the advantages of One Time Password (OTP) is that it’s free from 
brute force, replay, and shoulder attacks. The codes may originate from dif-
ferent entropy attributes and schemes, such as true random and digital ran-
dom number generators. Businesses, organizations, and academic institutions 
have adopted OTP methods for credit card transaction confirmation, recal-
ling forgotten passwords, and validating web portal accounts. This paper 
proposed a new method in authenticating login credentials using a 3 × 3 ma-
trix and random system key as Two-Factor Authentication (2FA) with an 
SMS-enabled feature. We used the 6-codes pseudorandom method and a 
4-codes validation to allow mobile flexibility and ensure that the user has the 
required access. The page link and evaluation form are sent to students, IT 
professionals, and researchers. The results showed respondents are satisfied 
in terms of functionality, usability, efficiency, and reliability. The developed 
system could safeguard information, disallow unauthorized access, and im-
pose acceptable data protection measures and minimal system requirements 
to use the system. 
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1. Introduction 

The proliferation of web applications has empowered businesses and organiza-
tions to tap up their clients in a systematic and convenient approach to doing 
electronic transactions over the Internet. Universities local and foreign are 
moving on embracing these opportunities. In this paper, Bicol University is the 
host university used as the model to apply a unique and authentic way of using 
One-Time-Password (OTP) on top of the QCE System. 
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The most common form of authentication is the use of username and pass-
word. Static and dynamic passwords are used to protect a system from an unau-
thorized individual; the latter uses a third-party system to generate passwords 
while the former is prone to keylogging and other forms of attacks [1]. A shared 
secret seed has proven to enhance TOTP security on web protocol, specifically in 
OTP authentication [2]. The human factor is a critical weak point in securing 
confidential information [3]. Password is essential, the loss of which can cause 
companies damage in productivity and putting employee’s data at risk [4]. 

The selection of appropriate authentication methods is crucial in deci-
sion-making, especially in designing secure systems. It may also refer to the 
process of verifying the identity of a user, tracing the origins of an event, or en-
suring that the information comes from a trusted site. It confirms the truth or 
genuineness of an attribute or entity and establishes authenticity or proves ge-
nuineness. Also, it means processes of selecting or making access to a computer 
network, making purchases online, transferring accounts through bank websites, 
or visiting social media. Simple presentation of user credentials and authenti-
cating the connection of both parties, but failure to establish can compromise 
the network and the resources or even vulnerable to misuse [5]. 

An OTP scheme was introduced in which values are stored on the client-side 
using the one-way mathematical scheme with incremental value. The scheme’s 
core requires that the client cooperate and agree to use a standard sequencing 
algorithm to generate a set of expiring OTP (client-side) and validate client- 
provided passkeys included in each client-initiated request [6] [7]. The OTP 
evolved from the S/KEY released by Bellcore and was described in work by Hal-
ler and RFC 1760 [6]. 

The One-Time Password (OTP) is a modern authentication scheme that pro-
tects users against unauthorized access to restricted resources. It saves the cus-
tomer time, increases accuracy, and makes the system more secure. Out-of-band, 
cannot be reused, can be time-limited, can be used over untrusted communica-
tion paths, can be used with a compromised user password, and has multiple 
generation mechanisms that are some of these benefits [8] [9]. SMS, hardware 
and software token, biometric technology, and smart cards are some of many 
schemes proposed and implemented to protect information to increase security 
and reduce the risk of unauthorized access and tampering of data [10]. These 
protection schemes can be divided into functional properties such as unpro-
tected scheme, all-or-nothing scheme, controlled sharing, and user-programmed 
[11]. Moreover, many of these schemes still use mathematical methods or simple 
combinations of parameters to generate passwords but still suffer potential at-
tacked risks [12]. 

Nowadays, OTP tokens are a common authentication mechanism for many 
companies, institutions, and even governments to upgrade their security strate-
gy. For example, Google uses sending OTP via SMS to authenticate users after 
numerous failed login attempts. Wifi hotspots in public places like shopping 
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malls and terminals (airport terminals and seaports) also used OTP. In the reg-
istration phase, the telcos generate a one-time password and directly send it to 
the user’s mobile phone as authentication privilege to use the free Internet ser-
vice. This mechanism will be suitable only for a span of 30 minutes, and the user 
needs to re-login for re-authentication after certain hours or even a day. 

QCE Evaluation System is a web-based application system for evaluating fa-
culty teaching effectiveness by students at Bicol University. Online evaluation 
system naturally requires authentication to be robust and seamless. Faculty de-
serves to be rated with authentic clientele—the students. In this study, the secu-
rity and authentication mechanism is to strengthen to a level that is acceptable 
enough to perform the necessary objective of rating these faculties online in the 
most convenient way. 

A weak authentication scheme can lead to unauthorized access to protected 
resources. Web applications such as QCE Evaluation System tantamount to il-
legal entry and thus must be protected. OTP is one of the modern approaches to 
circumvent these types of problems; however, it is becoming vulnerable since the 
process has become common in the industry for several years now. 

The project aims to provide security in authenticating legitimate users while 
logging in to the system and use the University Internet service. The system will 
utilize the algorithm that will produce a random BINGO pattern matrix for 
one-time password generation. It is attribute-based and combines different 
schemes and other mechanisms (i.e., keyboard and mouse dynamics, screen ma-
nipulation, grid-based, etc.) that have exposed OTP in different transaction le-
vels. The more the parameters involved, the more complex the password pro-
duced and the longer the space covered. This authentication factor is about a 
bingo-like random matrix coordinate lookup system. The random cell in the 
card letters (BINGO) carries the correct combination of numbers in the cell. 

Furthermore, OTP authentication is growing and will continue to take advan-
tage of technology trends to guarantee the safety and protection of information 
or data. However, authentication technique has different trade-offs, making the 
user dependent on the network infrastructure and authentication protocol estab-
lished by the service provider. The phone service provider is responsible for de-
livering the message but does not guarantee its communication channel. Some 
factors put restrictions on reliability like monitoring GSM networks, interna-
tional roaming, SMS costs, and malicious phone applications to obtain mobile 
transaction authentication numbers and delays. It also has restrictions in hard-
ware resources like low transition rate, low bandwidth of communication chan-
nel, limited calculations capabilities of the processor, battery, and memory. 
Nonetheless, it provides a comprehensive communication channel with consid-
erations in cost, communication signal, and capacity of a service provider to 
guarantee message integrity. 

The Grid-based authentication is about XY lookup system like BINGO card 
printed in rows and columns that is easy to manage, economical, and provides 
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flexibility to users. The grid is printed in cards and sends them via mail or 
courier, SMS, email, and fax [13]. The coordinates (like B2, A3, and C2) are dis-
played to the user to input the correct numbers and letters. Thus, the study shall 
support institutions’ existing QCE system to improve login authentication using 
the SMS-OTP method. 

2. Methodology 

The project has two (2) studies, namely: development and evaluation of the de-
velopment system. The study used Rational Unified Process (RUP), which will 
serve as the building block for the development process. It was divided into dis-
tinct phases: initiation, elaboration, construction, and transition. RUP was built 
in the concept of iterative development of which it provides a structured way of 
preventing the resources from wasted and reduces unexpected development 
costs as it determines each artifact and milestones for each phase [14]. 

In the inception phase, existing OTP techniques and methods were analyzed. 
The needed requirements of the project were identified and presented to use 
OTP using an SMS-based approach in the web-enabled environment portal. Di-
agrams and systems models are used to determine the procedures, relationship 
of entities, and use cases of the study—elaboration phase. Applications and tools 
are essential in the development process. Thus, the determination of the applica-
tion best applied for a web-based environment. The construction of the system 
depends on the command and semantics of HMTL/PHP scripting language with 
simple javascript language needed to display the screen environment of the sys-
tem—construction phase. 

The developed system has hardware/software requirements to support the si-
mulation process on the localhost with XAMPP for Windows 5.6.20. Other tools 
used include Sublime 4 text editor, Apache/2.4.17, PHP/5.6.20, and MySql/5.0.11. 
The system runs on Intel Corei5-4460 32-bit processor-based at a single proces-
sor 3.210 GHz, 4 GB DDR3 memory, 500 GB storage capacity, and Intel HD 
Graphics 4600 display adapter. 

The system used username and password as the first-level authentication; 
once verified, the system generates a one-time password to confirm the owner’s 
identity. The system has a system key and a feature for failed login attempts; this 
enables the system to monitor the number of the failed access to the system 
during a specific time range. The 3-failed login attempts prevent the user from 
continuing and allow the administrator to analyze the failure and render neces-
sary action (Figure 1). 

It is imperative that nobody wanted a flaw in the system and developed critical 
use cases. Software testing is a process to look for software bugs within a pro-
gram or application. Since software bugs are defects in the system, test cases 
should be constructed to ensure that coverage was maximized [15]. Thus, a sur-
vey questionnaire was used to determine the developed system’s functionality, 
usability, and maintainability. Table 1 shows the evaluation criteria used. 
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Figure 1. Process flow of accessing the dashboard page of the QCE system. 

 
Table 1. Likert scale for software testing. 

Range Description 

4.1 - 5.0 Far more than what is expected 

3.1 - 4.0 More than what is expected 

2.1 - 3.0 Presence of the expectation 

1.1 - 2.0 Less than what is expected 

0.0 - 1.0 Absence of the expectation 

 
Table 2. Respondents of the study. 

Respondents Number Percentage 

Students 36 86% 

IT Professionals 3 7% 

Researchers 3 7% 

TOTAL 42 100% 

 
The researchers registered a free domain and hosting as a testing site of the 

system. The class group chats served as a venue to promote the page link. And, 
Google form was disseminated for one (1) month, requesting respondents to vis-
it the site, register, navigate and evaluate the developed system. Table 2 shows 
the respondents of the study. 

3. New Method 

A One-Time Password (OTP) is a mechanism that allows user authentication 
using a unique password sent either SMS, token, or email. As reported, the as-
signment of static OTP was vulnerable to various attacks, i.e., brute force, 
shoulder attack. The OTP is a more secure mechanism than the static password. 
It provides complete protection of the login-time authentication against replay 
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attacks [16]. 
Table 3 shows the proposed OTP scheme in which random codes are mapped 

in the matrix. This scheme is similar to a bingo-like concept, only that cells and 
numbers are limited. It is a combination of 6 numbers following the address of 
the code. For example, the coordinates A2 B1 C3 represent the code “811522,” 
which shall form the OTP that the user must provide in the OTP request win-
dow. 

The enrolled “OneWaySMS” SMS-enabled feature facilitates the forwarding of 
OTP codes to the user registered mobile number. The SMS provider shall serve 
as the gateway to access the student evaluation features. And, with the inclusion 
of the System Key to the system provides an extra level of validation. This way, 
we could state that the one who is currently accessing the QCE Student Evalua-
tion portal is the legitimate owner of the registered account. 

4. The Developed System 

Introducing a new OTP method and generation of codes are just part of a system 
that may be a solution to a problem like improving security protocols or an extra 
level of authentication to secure and protect confidential information. Figure 2 
shows the main page of the developed system. The interface served only as sup-
port for testing the developed OTP method. 

The user has the option to either log in or register to the system. Students with 
registered accounts need to select the “Login” button and the “Register” button 
for students with no record yet in the system. Students should filled-out the reg-
istration form presented in Figure 3. This form provided the basic and essential  

 
Table 3. Sample generated random codes. 

 A B C 

1 74 15 86 

2 81 32 64 

3 89 97 22 

 

 
(a)                                                         (b) 

Figure 2. The main page: (a) Sample QCE Evaluation page, (b) login user page. 
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requirements, including the student’s name, user ID, password, mobile number, 
and email contact. These are essentials to the system procedures as the OTP shall 
be sent through SMS and System Key to add up in the authentication process. 

The system assumed an existing QCE Evaluation system in which students are 
enrolled in different subjects. Aside from proposing a new OTP method, this 
study aims to determine the feasibility of integrating OTP into the system cycle 
and determine student’s perceptions. In the process, registered students need to 
secure authentication by inputting usernames and passwords. An OTP shall be 
directly forwarded to the student registered mobile phone number (Figure 4). 
Businesses typically used SMS OTPs because this approach was relatively easy to 
implement, and most of the customers have mobile phones and are familiar with 
OTPs [17]. Students have a positive perception of using m-learning using a mobile 
phone. Students used mobile phones as alternative media during the conduct of  

 

  
(a)                                                           (b) 

Figure 3. (a) QCE Faculty Evaluation Registration and (b) System Key generated. 
 

 
Figure 4. Sample OTP received via SMS. 
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online learning classes in this time of pandemic [18]. 
Once the OTP was received, students need to input the correct and appropri-

ate OTP code for the given session (Figure 5). The session was called to store the 
OTP codes, and this could be used across multiple pages. By default, the session 
stays until the user closes the browser. In the system, the application of a 3-failed 
attempt was highlighted. This enhanced the security feature of the system as it 
only allows valid login attempts. 

Instructions are essential, especially in reading the received OTP. Students 
may have different brands and models of mobile phones, which may cause 
problems. The simple pattern and codes offered by the system may provide a 
solution and simplify the process. 

Figure 6 shows the sample system interface with student’s subjects for evalua-
tion. The evaluation criteria used were similar to the actual evaluation form used 
in evaluating faculty at the end of the semester. The criteria are commitment, 
knowledge of the subject, management of independent learning, and manage-
ment of education. 

The “Option” button was used to select and scroll from the choices quickly. 
Like the traditional evaluation process, students can ignore or leave blank op-
tions and click the “Submit” button entries as final. 

5. Evaluation of the Developed System 

A group of students, IT professionals, and researchers evaluated the system. Ta-
ble 4 shows the evaluation results based on ISO 9126 regarding functionality, relia-
bility, usability, efficiency, maintainability, and portability. There is no guarantee of  

 

 
Figure 5. Validation of the One-Time Password sent via SMS. 
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Figure 6. System interface with subjects ready for evaluation. 

 
Table 4. Evaluation results of the developed system. 

Criteria Mean Explanation 

Functionality 3.07 Presence of the expectation 

Reliability 3.11 More than what is expected 

Usability 3.08 Presence of the expectation 

Efficiency 3.23 More than what is expected 

Maintainability 3.11 More than what is expected 

Portability 3.24 More than what is expected 

Total Mean 3.14 More than what is expected 

 
the quality of the developed products for the first time of its release. Much of the 
success in software projects can be attributed to user satisfaction and the quality 
of the generated products. Competence, training, knowledge, level of user in-
volvement, and resistance to change are relevant factors identified that could in-
fluence the quality of the product. The ISO 9126 is a model based on software 
quality products specifying software quality requirements [19]. 

The results showed that the overall mean 3.14, which means respondents are 
satisfied more than expected with the developed system. Some of these include 
safeguarding information, disallow unauthorized access, and imposes acceptable 
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measures for data protection, minimal transaction interval, and minimal system 
requirement to use the system. However, there are concerns to be addressed for 
the system to functionally and usable when integrating into the existing QCE 
Evaluation system. These are enhancements of three (3) failed-attempt features 
of the design, error-response mechanism, page layout, and detailed guide for the 
user on the proper use of the system. 

The researchers did not focus on the page layout as the OTP will serve as an 
additional feature and procedure to the existing system. Nonetheless, the objec-
tive to generate a new OTP method that would add up to the level of security of 
the system was accepted and considered (74%) by students, faculty, and IT pro-
fessionals, and twenty-six (26%) percent answered, “Maybe.” 

Respondents were asked if they have suggestions to improve the developed 
system. Among the recommendations raised were on the graphical user inter-
face, detailed instructions, and design features improvement. Some raised con-
cerns on browser compatibility, security protocol/SSL certificates, the impor-
tance of implementing the OTP, and navigation to use the system. Respondents 
recognized the proposed method as an alternative security mechanism for login 
authentication and provided a reasonable requirement for web-platform appli-
cations. 

6. Conclusion 

The study introduced a new scheme for generating and applying OTP as 
two-factor authentication (2FA) using pseudorandom and matrix patterns using 
SMS. The use of the 6-codes method allows mobile flexibility and a 4-codes va-
lidation to ensure that the user has the required access. The page link and evalu-
ation form are sent to students, IT professionals, and researchers. With a total 
mean of 3.14, the developed system achieved the expected functionality, reliabil-
ity, usability, efficiency, maintainability, and portability. Also, with the new me-
thod, the system could safeguard information, disallow unauthorized access, and 
impose acceptable data protection measures and provide minimal system re-
quirements. 
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